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About This Game

Containment is a small, minimalist strategy/simulation game where you try to maintain the growth of bacteria. The core
gameplay is easy to pick up but very challenging to master. The game can be completed in one sitting, but has leaderboards and

challenging goals to accomplish that might take longer!

Core Gameplay
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Containment is turn-based; the bacteria proliferate, you fight back, and the cycle continues. There are a number of rules that
give depth to the strategy involved in achieving three stars on each level:

 You have a limited number of doses

 Intentionally ending your turn early and letting the bacteria grow lets you research stronger antibiotics

 All bacteria lose one health per turn

 Any bacteria without neighbors die the next turn

 Every isolated bacteria gains you bonus points

 Each extra dose at the end of the game earns you bonus points

Aesthetic

The game features a mix of cute and sleek design with a visually pleasing color palette and satisfying interactions in every
corner. The music is soothing and relaxing to listen to while you battle the unending bacterial proliferation.

Content

The game contains the following amount of content:

 Comprehensive and interactive tutorial

 9 brain-teasing and challenging levels

 A creative sandbox mode (unlocked at the end of the game)
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Title: Containment
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Finite Reflection Studios
Publisher:
Finite Reflection Studios
Release Date: 9 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/10

Processor: Intel Pentium G620 (2.5 Ghz dual core) or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 3000 or equivalent with 256MB VRAM, 1280x720 display

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Work in progress: new features may raise the requirements, optimizations may lower the requirements

English,German,French
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This is another one of those small cute logic puzzles that fall into the same genra like the Cat Machine or Evo Explores.
However, unlike those titles, Containment offers some random elements and options to customize levels that make each game
unique, taking it beyond the "play once and you're done" limitation of those games.

Gameplay itself is rather simple as you simply have to decide which bacteria to kill with your antibotic dosages each turn.
However, clever application of the dosages can help you kill more than just the bacteria it was applied to. Also, saving your
doses for future turns can make them more powerful, but does so at the cost of allowing the bacteria stronger growth. Finally,
since the score is based on how many bacteria you kill, there is a benefit in letting them live. So the game is constantly forcing
you to create a balance between letting bacteria live for a higher score, but needing to kill enough to prevent them from growing
out of control.

At the end of the day, I wouldn't consider this complex or deep, but it is entertaining and unique if you are looking for a casual
puzzle game. For the $2 price tag you will easily get your money's worth provided you enjoy these kinds of games. The
developers are also still offering support and making updates for the game, which is more than I would have expected from a
low cost title. Two solid thumbs up!. This game drips polish and is harder than it looks! Clever mechanics and increasing
difficulty keep you playing. Well worth the couple bucks. <3. Short but clever puzzle game, with deeper strategy than you'd
expect. Unbeatable value for the price. Poorly exsplained thats why I cant reccomend this.It has potential but some of the key
elements are not exsplained.
I dont mind learning on my own but you cant learn something that the developers had in their hed.. A few years ago this
would've been a flash game (probably free, probably completely surrounded by ads). Flash is on its way out and it's not 100%
clear what (if anything) is going to replace it. I think there's space here for small games that you can explore for a few hours. I
think with a nicer coat of paint and some more content this game could easily push up into the $5-$10 range.. Super chill puzzle
game with challenging puzzles and relaxing music. The puzzles are challenging, and the build your own feature is a great
addition. I like board games and strategy-style games so this is my kind of game. I enjoyed it enough to play for several hours,
and I'd recommend it.

It was easy to learn the basic mechanics. The differences between the levels due to the weighting changes mean each level feels
like a new game. I rarely achieved the high score star. Some were infuriating, with too few doses and massive growth rates. A
couple of levels are "science projects", where you score poorly if you eradicate early, and that is counter-intuitive. It's more like
you're meant to farm the bugs rather than eradicate them in those cases.

I haven't played with the custom level that lets you select your own weightings, but it's there.. Really charming puzzle game
that's always refreshing itself with new mechanics. Can't tell if I love seeing the leader board at the beginning of each level or
hate it, because it makes me want to just stay on that level till I can place (I didn't, but i tried :)) Definitely worth the price.
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I personally found this less than enjoyable. You are challenged to get big scores by allowing the bacteria to grow to a big size
before attempting to curtail it. The act of removing the bacteria however isn't all that fun, so you end up making anti-fun before
each level and it can be quite stressful. There are no rpg elements, or different tools\/bugs to use.. Containment is a unique and
inventive design and super polished. I love minimalist games. This is a minimalist strategy game. Normally, I gravitate to puzzle
games but I'm really enjoying "puzzling" out the strategies for combating the bacteria. Some of the levels are tough and require
iterating on your plan. It has a few minor launch niggles (leaderboards), but I'm sure they will be addressed in short order.
Bottom line: a bargain...money well spent. Highly recommended.. This is a strategy game with simple rules, but it's very
challenging and deep. I found myself thinking like a turn based strategy game, with doses being like resources that I have to
gather and spend with intent. All of the built-in levels are very tightly tuned and twist the strategy in different ways, so you
always have to try new approaches in order to win. The game is also super polished, and the animations feel great!. This game
strikes a great balance between relaxing and challenging...super fun and rewarding! Worth way more than $1.99. Containment is
a wonderful little puzzle game. Such a simple mechanic, just click on a cluster of the board and do damage to the viruses.
However, the addition of a risk\/reward system by trading attack moves for research to make your attack more powerful is
really neat. Each level has a new tweak to the rules that make them unique encounters.

It has a wonderful look, both in the UI as well as the general art of the game. Everything is moving, like its alive. A really neat
style.

Especially for the price, this is a great value puzzle game.. An engaging puzzle game, with simple, but challenging mechanics.
The game is highly polished and relaxing to play. You can see the top 50 scores for each level, and it's fun seeing how high you
can reach. There are only a small number of levels, but there is more than enough content to justify the very reasonable price..
The game is based around a concept that\u2019s simple to understand, but surprisingly complex and much more challenging
than initially expected. I love games that demand puzzling out how to win in the most efficient way possible, and while I was
originally looking forward to picking something up as a quick time-killer, I found myself getting fixed on working my way
through each stage trying to get to the top of each leaderboard\u2014Containment is incredibly addicting, and I could see myself
buying it for my phone if it ever hits mobile platforms. I absolutely got more than my money\u2019s worth out of this game,
and would recommend it to anyone looking for something simple, replayable and enjoyable at minimal cost.
. A really enjoyable casual strategy game, and a steal for the price of a coffee. Containment does a great job of introducing you
to its mechanics, and there is a surprising amount of depth here despite the low barrier of entry.. 100% must buy for all ages.
Unique and interesting puzzle game with a undervalued price. The visuals have a simple charm that pop really well. Well
developed and great buy for anyone looking for a lite game that you can chill with.

Incredible level of depth for how simple the game is. Fantastically teaches math for younger ages, yet will hardpress adult-level
problem solving for high scores.

Keeps things fresh throughout the game by introducing new concepts.
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